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It is shown that in Hilbert spaces the gradient maps of convex functionals 
with uniformly bounded continuous second Frechtt derivatives satisfy 
monotonicity conditions that insure that some convex combination of the 
identity, 1, and I - Vj is either strictly contractive or at worst nonexpansive. 
This result leads to a complete resolution of the convergence question for a 
large class of associated gradient processes. In particular, weak convergence 
of the successive approximation sequence is established even in the singular 
case where f” is not strictly positive at critical points off. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A real convex function f : Rl --t Rl is readily characterized in terms of the 
behavior of its derivative: for differentiable f, f is convex if and only if f’ 
is monotone nondecreasing. Kachurovskii [l] apparently was the first to 
observe that an analogous characterization is possible for differentiable 
functionals on a real Hilbert space H, namely: if (. 1 .) denotes the inner 
product on Hand Of(x) denotes the gradient off at x E II (i.e., the representor 
of the FrechCt differential of f at x), then f is convex if and only if 
(y - x 1 Vf(y) - Vf(x)) > 0, X, y E H. This motivates the following. 
DEFINITION. U : H --+ H is monotone (more precisely, monotone non- 
decreasing, or, isotone) if and only if 
(Y - x I UY - ux> > 0, x, y E H. 
Several years after Kachurovskii’s note appeared, Browder [2] formulated 
a number of important relationships between conditions of the monotonicity 
type on U and conditions of the contractivity type on T = I - U. Since 
zeros of Vf are fixed points of I - Vf, Browder’s observations, together with 
the subsequent rapid development of constructive fixed point theorems for 
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contractive operators by Browder [3, 41, Edelstein [5, 61, Opial [7], Petryshyn 
[8, 91, and others (extending the early work of Zarontonello [lo]) opened the 
way for a parallel development of a theory of critical points and gradient 
processes for smooth convex functionals. In [l 1, 121, Browder remarks on a 
still more general relationship between variational problems on convex 
sets and monotone operator inequalities. 
The present paper focuses on open loop gradient processes for Hilbert 
space functionals that are convex and have continuous and uniformly bounded 
second derivatives in the sense of Frechet (bounded positive semidefinite 
quadratic functionals are simple prototypes for this class). Although the 
gradient maps for such functionals are generally nonlinear, they satisfy 
monotonicity conditions that insure that some convex combination of 
I and T = 1 - Of is either strictly contractive or at worst nonexpansive. 
These circumstances permit an application of the theory collected in [ 131 and 
in the more recent investigations of Reinermann [14], Groetsch [15], and 
Dunn [16], leading to a unified perspective on open loop gradient processes 
for smooth convex functionals in Hilbert space. The results obtained in this 
way extend the work of Kantorovich [17], Altman [18], Vainberg [19], 
Goldstein [20, 211, Armijo [22], Polyak [23], and others (cf. the recent survey 
article of Polak [24]). 
Following Polak [24], the term open loop gradient process is used here to 
connote any recursive scheme of the form 
X k+l = xk - wkvf(xk), (1) 
where {wk) is ajxed sequence of positive reals, i.e., wk is not made to depend 
on xk . In contrast, the schemes described by Goldstein in [21] and Armijo 
in [22] are closed loop processes, as is the classical method of steepest descent 
where wk is chosen to approximate a solution of f (xk - wgVf (xk)) = 
minm,of @k - WVf b-4) (cf. v51). B ecause of the potentially expensive 
auxiliary computations required to determine wk , the more sophisticated 
closed loop methods are not necessarily more “efficient” than their open loop 
counterparts [24]. In any case, consideration is limited here to open loop 
versions of (1). 
There are two fundamental convergence questions associated with (1). 
First, for a given class F of functionals f : H + RI, can one choose (We} so 
that Vf (xJ - 0 at least weakly and f (xk) + a local minimum off for every 
f E F and every x,, E H? Second, can one choose {wk} so that for every f E F 
and x,, E H, xk converges at least weakly to some x where Vf (x) = 0 and f 
is locally minimized? The work reported in this paper is directed primarily 
at the more difficult second question, for the class F of convex functionals 
with continuous and uniformly bounded second FrechCt derivatives. The 
principal result obtained is this: for those f’s in F that have critical points, xk 
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converges at least weakly to some critical point of f (where f necessarily 
attains its global minimum) from arbitrary x0 E H, provided only that 
(a) $2 wk = 0, 
(b) f Wk = co. 
k=O 
This theorem differs from previously published results in several basic 
aspects. First, it deals with the “singular” case wheref” is only semidefinite 
at critical points off (or elsewhere). In the past, convergence theorems for 
{x~} have rested on artificial restrictions of the kind 
(44 h I h) 3 r(ll x IL II h II) . II h II? 
where A(x) is the representor off’ at x and ~(oL, /I) is a positive real valued 
function that must satisfy certain additional conditions, the most stringent 
of these being 
3p > 0, r(ll x II> IIh II> 3 CL II h II- 
In this case, the implied restriction onf” is so severe as to insure that f has 
precisely one critical point x and that {x~} converges strongly to x from 
arbitrary x0 under suitable conditions on (wk) (condition (2) is sufficient). 
Vainberg [19] obtains strong convergence theorems for Banach space gradient 
processes under considerably weaker restrictions on y, but again these results 
necessarily apply only to functionals with critical points that are unique 
and nonsingular. Second, the usual “bounded level sets” assumption is 
replaced here by the much weaker critical point existence assumption. Third, 
condition (2) does not involve the customary Lipschitz constants or spectral 
bounds on f “; in contrast, Goldstein [20], Polyak [23], and Vainberg [19] 
establish “threshold” criteria on {c+) that require estimates of bounding 
constants that are not always readily obtainable. A threshold criteria identical 
to that obtained by Goldstein is derived here in addition to the main result 
just cited, and Goldstein’s proof is also modified to show that for f EF and f 
bounded below, Vf (+) + 0 strongly and f(xJ -+ infHf(X) when {c+} 
satisfies either (2) or the threshold criteria. 
2. CONDITIONS OF THE CONTRACTIVITY TYPE 
Zeros of Vf are fixed points of T = I - Of and conversely. Furthermore 
(1) may be put into the form 
X kfl = Tcz+Xk I 
Tw, = (1 - wr)I + w,T. 
(3) 
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Thus, the convergence questions raised for (1) in Section 2 are related to the 
following larger question for Hilbert space operators T: (a) Under what 
conditions on T and {c+} will the defect sequence {TX, - xk} converge to 
zero, and (b) under what conditions on T and {wli} will {zlc} converge to a 
fixed point of T? In this section, a basic constructive fixed point theorem is 
cited for operators T satisfying conditions of the contractivity type and for 
sequences {c+} satisfying conditions similar to (2). In Sections 3 and 4 it is 
shown that the contractivity conditions in question are related to certain 
conditions of the monotonicity type on U = I - T and that the requisite 
monotonicity properties are exhibited by U = Of, when f belongs to the 
class F of smooth convex functionals described in Section 1. 
As in [16], let S denote the class of maps T : D -+ D on nonempty closed 
convex subsets D of H, let Lip = Lipschitz continuous maps in S, let 
S, = strictly contractive maps in S, and let S, = nonexpansive maps in S. 
Thus 
TELipa3aE[O,co),Vx,yED,11Ty-Tx/I~aIIy-x[1, 
T E S, o 3a E [0, l), Vx, y E D, 11 Ty - Tx 11 < a 11 y - x 11, (4) 
TE,!!$oVx,y~D,/lTy-TxIl<ily-xl//. 
Evidently, S 1 Lip 3 S, 3 S, . 
THEOREM I. (i) If T E S, and 0 < wI; < 1, Vk 2 0, then the recursion 
X k+l = (1 - wk) x7< + wI;TxI, (5) 
generates a sequence {x~} in D, provided x,, E D. Furthermore, the associated 
defect norm sequence (11 TX, - xk /I} is monotone nonincreasing and therefore 
converges downward to a limit L > 0. 
(ii) If T E S, , if T has a fixed point, and if {c+} satisfies 
(a) 36 > 0 Vk 3 0, O<w,<l--6 
and (f-5) 
(b) f wk = ~0, 
k=O 
then {x,;} converges at least weakly to some$xed point of T in D, from arbitrary 
x0 E D. 
(iii) If T E S, and D is bounded, then the fixed points of T comprise a 
nonempty convex subset of D. 
(iv) If T E S, , then T haspreciseEy onejixedpoint x* in D. Furthermore, 
if {c+} satisfies 
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(7) 
then {xr} converges strongly to x.+ , from arbitrary x0 E D. 
Proof. (i) Since D is convex, T = D -+ D, and Tw, is a convex combina- 
tion of I and T for 0 < wli ,< 1, it follows that x,, E D 3 T+x, = x~+~ E D. 
Thus x0 E D * xk E D, Vk > 0, by induction. If T E S, , then (4), (5), and 
the triangle inequality give 
Qk 3 0, II TX,,, - XB+~ II = II Txlc+l - TX, + (1 - ~I&% - xd 
< II Txr+l - TX, II + (1 - 4 II Txl, - x~c II 
d II XL+~ - xlc II + (1 - WJ II TX, - xlz II 
= II Txs - xk II. 
(ii) See [16] for details. The method of proof is due essentially to 
Opial. For bounded D, it requires a series of technical lemmas to establish, 
first, that every weak cluster point of (x,J is a fixed point of T and, second, 
that {x~} has precisely one weak cluster point; since D bounded * D weakly 
compact, weak convergence of {xB} then follows from the “subsequence 
principle.” If D is not bounded and x* is a fixed point of T, then for all x0 E D, 
T maps the intersection of the closed ball B(x, ; II x* - x0 11) with D into 
itself. Since B(x, ; jl x* - x0 11) n D is closed, bounded, and convex, it 
follows that (x,J converges at least weakly to some fixed point of T in 
+* ; II x* - x0 II). 
(iii) See [13] for details. Th e existence of a fixed point is established by 
considering a sequence of strictly contractive operators Vsi = sjT + (1 ---sj)no 
on D, where a0 is an arbitrary fixed vector in D and {sj} is a sequence of 
positive reals converging to 1 from below. As si + 1, Ysj approximates T, 
and it can be shown that every weak cluster point of the corresponding 
sequence {xs,} of fixed points of Vsj is necessarily a fixed point of T; at least 
one such cluster point exists since D bounded 3 D weakly compact. 
(iv) See [16] for details. The existence-uniqueness statement follows at 
once from the classical contraction mapping principle and from the fact 
that D is a closed and therefore complete subset of H. Condition (7) 
=> Tw, E S, , Vk > 0, and insures that the corresponding contractive ratios 
ak < 1 do not converge to 1 rapidly enough to prevent {x~} from converging 
to x* . Q.E.D. 
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It is worth noting that the defect norm sequence (11 TX, - xk Ii} in part (i) 
of Theorem 1 converges monotonically to L = 0 if T E S, , if T has a fixed 
point, and if {wk} satisfies (6); this result is in fact used in the proof of part (ii) 
of Theorem 1, however, (i) is sufficient for the purposes of Section 5. 
3. CONDITIONS OF THE MONOTONICITY TYPE 
THEOREM 2. Let T E S, and put U = I - T. If U satisjies 
Jb>OVx,yED, (y-x11~-Ux)>bIIUy-Uxjj2, (8) 
then 
If U also satis$es 
0 < w < 2b => T, E S, . (9) 
3c > 0 Vx, y E D, (y-x” uy- Ux) >clly-x//2, (10) 
then 
0 < w < 2b a T, E S, . (11) 
Pvoof. T, = (1 - U) 1 + wT = 1 - wU; therefore 0 < w < 2b gives 
/I T,y - T,x II2 = /j y - x II2 - 24~ - x j Uy - Ux) + w2 /j Uy - Ux /I2 
< /I y - x II2 - w(2b - w) // Uy - Ux !I2 
G II Y - x /12* 
If U also satisfies (lo), the Schwarz inequality gives 11 y - x j/ . 11 Uy - Ux I/ > 
c l/y - x 112, and therefore [j Uy - Ux II2 3 c2 IIy - x /i2. It follows that for 
0 < w < 2b, /I T,y - T,x /I2 < a /I y - x lj2, with a = 1 - w(2b - w)c2 < 1. 
Q.E.D. 
The foregoing results also have valid converses; however, since these are 
not required here, no proof is given. It is worth noting that (8) and (10) 
together are equivalent to (10) and T E Lip. Also, (8) is equivalent to the 
strict pseudocontractive property described in [13]. 
It will now be shown that the gradient maps of smooth convex functionals 
with uniformly bounded second derivatives satisfy (8) and, under certain 
conditions, (10) as well. 
5. GRADIENTS OF SMOOTH CONVEX FUNCTIONALS 
Let Ca denote the class of functionalsf: H - R1 that are twice continuously 
differentiable in the sense of FrechCt. Thus, f E C2 is locally approximated 
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at each x E H by some uniquef’(x) E B(H, RI) = bounded linear maps from 
H -+ R1. Likewise, the mapping f ‘: H -+ B(H, R1) is locally approximated 
at each x E H by some unique f”(x) E B(H, B(H, Rl)), and furthermore, f” 
is continuous in X. Let Of(x) d enote the unique Riesz-FrechCt representor 
of f’(x) relative to (* 1 .) on H, i.e., Vh E H, f’(x)h = <h / Vf(x)), and Iet 
A(x) E B(H, H) denote the unique bounded linear operator that represents 
f”(x) in the sense that Vg, h E H, If”(x)g]h = (h 1 A(x)g). Since f” is con- 
tinuous, A(x) is self-adjoint relative to <. 1 .) at each x E H; furthermore, 
one can show that A(x) is the FrechCt derivative of the gradient map 
Vf: H + H at X. Finally, let F denote the subset of convex C2 functionals 
with uniformly bounded f”; since A(x) is self-adjoint, one has f EF if and 
only if 
‘da E [0, 11, Vx, y E H, f(U - + + 4 G (1 - 4f(x> + of? (12) 
and 
3j.i > 0 Vx, h E H, I@ I 44h)l <CL II h l12. (13) 
THEOREM 3. For f E C2, 
(i) f convex 0 Of monotone, 
(ii) Vf monotone o Vx E H, A(x) is positive semidejinite, 
(iii) f E F C C2 if and only if 3,Ti, p, with ii > k 3 0, such that 
Vx, h E H, F II h II2 2 <h I 44h) 2 /A II h l12. (14) 
Proof. For the original proof of (i), see Kachurovskii [l]. Both (i) and (ii) 
are straightforward consequences of the folIowing prototypical lemma. 
LEMMA 1. For all twice diSfeventiable 4: R1 ---f R1, 
(i) q% convex c> 4 monotone nondecreasing, 
(ii) 9’ monotone nondecreasing o 4” > 0. 
Proof. (i) From the definition of (6’ one obtains 
vxt Y E R1, M’(Y) - 4’641 . (Y - 4 
= -‘,‘F ! 
f(h - hb + hx) -f(y) + .fW - 4x + hy) - f (4 
+ h h !* 
Therefore, if + is convex, 
Vx, y E RI, S’(Y) - $w>l .(Y - 4 3 {f(x) -f(Y) +f(Y) -f@>> = 0. 
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Conversely, 
‘dx, yE R1, Va E LO, 11, Ml - + + ~YI - (1 - 4 $64 - 4~) = ~(4, 
where 
y(a) = (1 - a) ~~+~~~-~~~‘(f) df - a J” 4’(f) df. 
5 x+alu-a) 
Therefore, if 4’ is monotone nondecreasing, 
Y(4 < (1 - 4 C’(x + 4Y - 4) .a(y - 4 
- a$‘(x + a(y - x)) . (1 - c4) * (y - x) = 0. 
(ii) Immediate, from the definition of 4” and the mean value theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 3 (continued). (i) For fixed y, h E H, put 4(u) = 
f (y + ah); then f convex o Vy, h E H, 4 convex. By Lemma 1, + convex 
o 4’ monotone nondecreasing. Finally, for arbitrary I, 71 E R1, the chain 
rule gives 
M’(f) - +‘(dl . (f - 7) = <u - v I Vf (4 - Vf w, 
with u = y + fh and v = y + Th. Thus $’ monotone nondecreasing, 
try, h E H-z- Vf monotone. 
(ii) By Lemma 1, $’ monotone nondecreasing, Vy, h E H o 4”(a) > 
0, Vu E R1, Vy, h E H. By the chain rule, 4”(u) = (h 1 A(x)h), with x = y + oh. 
(iii) Immediate, from (13), (i), and (ii). 
THEOREM 4. If f satisjes (14), then 
vx'x,y EH, (Y - x I Vf(Y) - Vf (4) 3 U/i;) II Vf(Y) - vf(~w, 
and 
Vxx,y EH, (Y - x I Vf (Y) - Vf (4) 2 I-L_ IIY - x l12. (16) 
Proof. Requires the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let Q E B(H, H) be self-adjoint and positive semide$nite relative 
to (. 1 a), and let g satisfy 
Then 
Vh E H, F II h II2 3 <h IQh) 3 0. (17) 
VhsH, tL<h I Qh) 3 II Qh l12. (18) 
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Proof. Since Q is self-adjoint, 
,W I Qh) - II Qh 11' = ,Xh I Qh) - (Qh I Qh) 
= (h I Rh), 
with R = (,GI - Q)Q. By the spectral mapping theorem, 
spec(R) = {A E R1 1 h = (Es; - p)p, P E spec(Q>>. 
Since Q and R are self-adjoint and Q satisfies (17) one therefore has 
spec(Q) C [0, ,Z] * spec(R) C [0, F/2] G- (h 1 Rh) 2 0, Vh E H. 
Proof of Theorem 4 (continued). It is readily seen that Lemma 2 implies 
(15) for all quadratic f E F. The general result is obtained by putting 
$(u> = <z I Vf (x + 4 - Vf c-4>> 
#(u) = Of (x + 4 - Vf (4 I Vf (x + a.4 - Vf (4>, 
with x = y - -2: and 0 E [0, 11. The chain rule then gives 
f(u) = (z I 4% + -$a 
f(u) = (Vf(x + z> - Of(x) I 4% + 4.a 
Consequently, 
II Vf (Y> - Vf (~)ll” = W) - VW) 
= r l (Vf(x + z) - Vf(z) 1 A(% + az)z) do ‘0 
< II V(Y) - Wx)il~’ II 4” + 4~ II do, 
0 
and therefore 
II Vf (y) - VfCW < (jo1 II 4% + 4~ II do)’ 
< 
s 
’ 11 A(x + uz)z /I2 duo. 
0 
Since A(e) is self-adjoint, V( E H, condition (14) and Lemma 2 now give 
Vx, y E H, II of(y) - Vf (41” < p s1 (z I A(x + uz)z) do 
0 
= P . MU) - cm 
= KY - x I Vf(Y) - VfW. 
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Condition (16) is an immediate consequence of the mean value theorem 
and (14); thus, 
V’x, Y E H, (Y - x I Vf(Y) - VfW> = 40) -4(O) 
= 4’(e), 38 E (0, 1) 
= (x 1 A(” + &)z) 
3 E IIY - x /12. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 5. Let f EF, let ,ii and k be the associated constants in (14), and 
put T = I - Vf. Then 
0 < w < (2/F) => T, E S, . (19) 
Furthermore, ;fg > 0, then 
0 < w < (2//Z) a T, E S, . (20) 
Finally for 5 E H, let S(t) denote the corresponding level set {x E H / f(x) < f (5)). 
Then S(t) is closed and convex, and 
4 E H, 0 < w < (2/p) 3 T, : S(t) + S(t). 
Proof. Equations (19) and (20) are immediate from Theorems 2 and 4; 
f E F 3 f is continuous and convex, 5 S(f) is closed and convex, VJE E H. 
Taylor’s theorem and the chain rule give 
3ec(o, 11, VXEH, f(TcOx) -f(x) 
=f(x - wVf(x)) -f(x) 
= --w II Vf (x)11” + &J” (Vf (x) I A(” - Wf (x)) Vf (x)>. 
Consequently, (14) gives 
Vx~f-f, O<w <2/F -f(T,x) -f(x) < -4 -(q42))llf(x)ll” GO, (21) 
and therefore, 
x E S(f) * f (4 < f (5) =P f (T,x) < f (4) 3 Tu x E S(5). Q.E.D. 
6. THE CONVERGENCE THEOREM 
The results established in the preceding sections now produce 
THEOREM 6. Let f EF, and let ,? and p be the associated constants in (14). 
Let {xJ be generated by 
XL+1 = xk - pkvf cxk), (22) 
where {pk) is a sequence of positive reals satisfying either of the following conditions. 
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(a) 3q , c2 > 0 3 0 -=c cl < pk < 2/F - e2 , Vk 
OY 
(b) :+i pk = 0 and 
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(23) 
Then 
(i) f bounded below * Vf(xJ + 0 strongly and f(xk) ---f m = infzeH 
f(x), monotonically for large k, from arbitrary x0 E H. 
(ii) f has a critical point 3 xk converges at least weakly to some critical 
point off from arbitrary x,, E H. 
(iii) f has bounded level sets 2 the criticalpoints off comprise a nonempty 
convex subset of H. 
(iv) p > 0 G- f has precisely one critical point x* E H and x,< -+ x* 
strongly, frim arbitrary x0 E H. 
Proof. Equation (23a) or (23b) implies 
(a) 3~ > 0,X 3 0 3 0 < pk < (2/p) - E, Vk 3 K, 
and 
(b) f Pr = 00. 
7so 
(24) 
Put T = I - Vf, w = (2/p) - (e/2) > 0, and wk = pk/w. Then T = 
(1 - (l/w)) I + (l/w)T, , and xk is generated by 
X kfl = (1 - Wk) XL + WkT,Xk , (25) 
with 
Vk > K, O<w,<l-8, and g0 wk = 03, (26) 
where 6 = ~/2w > 0. Since w < 2/j& it follows from Theorem 5 that T, 
maps the closed convex level set S(xK) into itself and that T, E S, ; if, 
in addition, k > 0, then T, E S, . Since f is convex, Vf (x) = 0 0 f(x) = 
m = inf,.Hf(x); thus all critical points off fall in the level set S(xK). Finally, 
x = T,x o x = TX t> Vf (x) = 0. Parts (ii), (iii), and (iv) of the present 
theorem now follow at once from the corresponding parts of Theorem 1. 
For Vk > 0, x~+~ = T,lCxk, consequently (24a) and inequality (21) give 
‘dk > K, f(xk+l) -f (x7;) < -pk(l - (pki42))11 vf(xk)i12 < 0. (27) 
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Therefore, {f(+J} is eventually monotone nonincreasing and converges 
downward to a limit 13 m = infxEHf(x). Upon summing (27) from K to 
N, one obtains 
Since jj Vj(xk)ji = (l/w) 11 Twxk - xk /I, with T, : s(xK) -+ s(xK) and T, E S, , 
it follows from (25), (26), and part (i) of Theorem 1 that (1 Vf(xJl converges 
monotonically downward to a limit L/w > 0, and therefore, 
m < f(x.%+l) d dXK) - (L/w)2 F fk(l - (pki4)). 
k=K 
(28) 
In view of (24b), m > -cc and (28) * L = 0, and thus jj Vf(xk)li + 0. The 
remainder of the proof of part (i) follows [20]; e.g., suppose f(xk) --f 2 > 
m > --CO. Choose z so that I >f(z) > m. Then Taylor’s theorem and the 
chain rule give 
je E (0, I), f@) - j+k) 
= cz - xk If(xk)> + *(z - xk / A(xk + e(Z - xk))(z - Xk)) (29) 
3 (2 ! Vf(Xk) - (Xk I V&c)>. 
If /I xk /I is bounded above by fil > 0, then (29) and the Schwarz inequality 
give the contradiction 
0 > f(z) - 1 = k@(Z) - f(xk)] >, $+-I$‘+ j vf(X,)) - M 1’ ~f(c~.)I:] = 0. 
(30) 
If !I xk /j is not bounded above, then v nonnegative integers Z, 3 an integer 
d(Z) > E 11 x+u)+i /I2 - // xmo) /I2 > 0; otherwise, I/ xk /I2 is eventually monotone 
nonincreasing and therefore bounded. Construct the strictly increasing 
integer sequence (kj} recursively by 
h+l = Hkj); h = 4(l), 
Then (xkj} is a subsequence of {xk}, and 
V > 0, 11 Xk,+l /I2 - /I xkj Ii2 3 0. 
Therefore, from (22), one obtains 
-2,%j<xk;, / vf(xkj)) = -&, /I vf(xkj)i12 + iI xkj+l Ii2 - I/ xkl /I2 
or 
-(xkj / vf(xk,)> > -+kj!2) ii vf(xk,)l12e (31) 
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In the limit as j -+ oc), (29) and (31) therefore give the contradiction 
0 >f(z) - 1 > 0, as before. It follows that 1 > m, and therefore I = m. 
Q.E.D. 
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